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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE POLTICAL 
STUDIES ASSOCIATION HELD AT THE INSTITUTE FOR GOVERNMENT, LONDON 

24TH JUNE, 2016 
 
Present 
Matthew Flinders (MF), Alasdair Blair (AB), Paul Carmichael (PC), Terrell Carver (TC), Rose 
Gann (RG), Alison Statham (AS), Paul Tobin (PT), Joanie Willett (JW), Angie Wilson (AW)  
 
In attendance 
Helena Djurkovic (HD), Shazia Ijaz (SI), Stefanie Mair (SM), Sandra McDonagh (SMc), Josh 
Niderost (JN), Rebecca Partos (RP), James Weinberg (JW) 
 
Apologies 
Rosie Campbell (RC), Alistair Clark (AC), Matt Goodwin (MG), Cathy Gormley-Heenan (CG-
H), Richard Hayton (RH), Meryl Kenny (MK), Will Jennings (WJ), Heather Savigny (HS), 
 
1. Appointments Meeting – Returning Officer’s Report (PT and JW left the room) 
1.1 MF welcomed everyone and noted that this was a special meeting as new members of           

the Executive Committee were to be appointed. 
1.2 PC noted that just 10% of the membership had voted in the election and suggested the 

EC look at ways of galvanizing members to vote in next year’s election. 
1.3 PC explained that just one nomination had been received for the post of Honorary 

Secretary and Paul Tobin (PT) was, therefore, elected uncontested.  
1.4 PC explained that four nominations had been received for the post of trustee and 

confirmed that JW and Donna Smith (DS) had been elected for three-year terms 
following an electronic ballot run by SM through the PSA website.  

1.5 MF asked the committee to formally appoint the new elected trustees and Honorary 
Secretary. JW, DS and PT were all formally appointed. 

1.6 MF explained that in making co-options he looked to fill skills shortages on the EC and 
had invited the trustees to come forward with recommendations of people who might fill 
those gaps. In the event, after consulting the views of the EC through email, he 
recommended the cooption of Paul Cairney, Caitlin Milazzo and Claire Ainsley. All three 
co-options were approved. He went on to suggest that a teacher member should also 
be co-opted but though the Teacher Network should make the selection. RG noted the 
large number of teacher members from the private sector and suggested the co-option 
of two teachers. MF said that two teacher co-options was not feasible given the number 
of places but said more teachers could be recruited to the sub-committees as non-
trustee members. TC stressed the need to clarify that the teacher co-optee would not 
be representative of the Teachers’ Network per se but an independent co-option. 

1.7 MF explained that HS had indicated she wanted to resign from the EC. He suggested 
that were he to do so, Umut Kurkut (UM) should be co-opted. In these circumstances 
his appointment was agreed. 

 
2. Main Executive Committee Meeting - Minutes of the Meeting Held on 21st March 

2016 (PT and JW returned, PC departed) 
2.1  The minutes were approved. 
 
3.  Matters Arising 
3.1 There were no matters arising.  

 
4.  Chair’s Report and Mid-Exec Update 



4.1 MF noted the sad passing of John Benyon (JB). He said he, HD, SMc and a number of 
other PSA members had attended the funeral and observed that the reflections on his 
life showed how important the PSA had been to him. He suggested recognizing JB’s 
contribution to the PSA in some way such as a prize or scholarship. Action: MF 

4.2 MF noted that the meeting was PC’s last EC meeting. He noted that PC had 
been a trustee since 1997 and had been Honorary Secretary since 2000. He thanked 
him for his incredible contribution and said how much he valued PC’s advice when he 
became Chair. PC said how much he had enjoyed his time with the PSA and said 
more than ever there was a need for political studies to understand what is going on in 
the world. He said serving on the PSA Executive had been very good for his career. 
He ended by thanking the PSA staff – particularly SMc, with whom he had worked 
closely since becoming Honorary Secretary. 

4.3 MF explained that after almost 17 years’ service SMc had also decided to move on at 
the end of September. He said it would be very hard to replace her. 

4.4 MF welcomed SM and JN to their first EC meeting and noted that Avnish Patel (AP) 
had also recently joined the PSA but was unable to attend the meeting.  

4.5 MF explained that the PSA would launch a new ten-year strategy at the Strathclyde 
conference in 2017 and the October EC meeting was planned as an overnight away 
session to focus on the core idea that would underpin the plan and to discuss the risks 
the PSA was willing to take and those it was not. 

4.6 MF explained that WJ was leading the Search Committee looking for a new Chair and 
Vice-Chair. The other members of the Committee were Rose Gann and Liz Frazer. 

4.7 MF explained that Justin Fisher (JF) would be talking later in the meeting on the 
accreditation proposals that had been drawn up following discussions of a joint PSA-
BISA working group. He said that BISA was resisting the idea but JF had pushed 
ahead in drawing up a proposal. 

4.8 MF reported that the government was recruiting TEF panel members and assessors. 
HD commented that DS, Andrew Russell (AR) and Andrew Massey (AM) were all 
planning to apply. MF said he too had submitted an application. 

4.9 MF explained that the PSA was planning to make the 2019 conference, hopefully 
based in Oxford, a higher profile conference than usual and give it a more international 
theme to combat the fact that the PSA was widely seen as too focused on British 
politics. APSA, IPSA, ECPR had all been approached about co-badging the 
conference and had indicated a willingness to consider the idea. AP and HD were 
working on a more rounded proposal for them to review. Action: AP and HD 

4.10 MF explained that ECPR had approached the PSA about sponsoring the Joint 
Sessions in Nottingham in April 2017.Since approximately 500-600 academics would 
be in attendance he suggested the PSA should take up the opportunity. HD said she 
would explore the idea. Action: HD 

4.11 MF reminded EC members of the Association’s policy around conflict of interests. She 
said trustees could not receive payment for any work undertaken on behalf of the PSA 
and said any meals or hospitality had to be recorded in the register kept by HD. If in 
doubt as to what could be accepted, members should ask HD.  

4.12 MF reported that the Houses of Parliament had announced a new parliamentary 
fellowship scheme under which up to six parliamentary fellows would be appointed for 
two years (three in exceptional circumstances). He explained that the fellowships 
would be high profile and held in high esteem. MF said the PSA had put a lot of soft 
time into nurturing relationships to make this happen. HD added that the PSA was 
responsible for managing the screening of applications through a screening committee 
on which Sarah Childs (SC) and Emma Crew (EC) had both agreed to sit. She said 
she was in the process of finding another member. To date 21 academics had 
expressed an interest in applying but some of these were too junior and would be 
directed to the POST fellowship scheme. MF noted that the fellow would, amongst 
other things, be expected to give lectures in Parliament.  



4.13 MF said that the next Chair’s department would receive an annual fee of £7,500 
subject to Charity Commission approval. HD said the paperwork had been submitted 
to the Charity Commission. 

4.14 MF reported that the PSA would produce a bulletin on the new Global Challenges 
Fund to inform members about the nature of the fund, how they could access it and 
how they might be able to critique it. Action: WJ and SM 

4.15 HD reported that the Annual Public Lecture with Glenda Jackson, Michael Billington 
and Liz Frazer held on 20 June was a success but the audience was fairly old because 
most of the bookings came via the British Library rather than the PSA. AB suggested 
that shorter videos posted on YouTube were needed to capture what the PSA was 
doing in an easily digestible format. HD explained that in future the annual lecture 
could be incorporated into the annual conference. 

4.16 MF raised the question of whether or not the PSA Awards ceremony was the most 
efficient use of resources and said the question would need to be addressed in the 
strategic plan. 

4.17 MF said he had attended the Women in the Profession conference in Edinburgh. He 
said it was excellent and had helped create a lot of goodwill. He noted that Betsy 
Super from APSA was in attendance. 

 
5. CEO’s Report 
5.1 HD reported that three candidates for the new Strategy Director role had been 

shortlisted for final interview on 30 June. AW and MF would be on the interview panel 
and candidates had been invited to give a presentation. She went on to say that all 
three candidates had quite long notice periods and hence she did not expect to have 
anyone in place until the Autumn.  

5.2 HD explained that a two-week internship in July had been offered to Jan-Philippe 
Wagner, a German student who had attended the Undergraduate Conference in 
Brighton, and that PC has passed on details of a Serbian student, Danica Popovic 
(DP), studying for an MA in British Studies at Humboldt University in Berlin who was 
interested in a three-month internship with the PSA. She suggested DP might be able 
to take on the membership role if she were able to start in late September. This was 
approved. In both cases the PSA would offer to pay for London travel passes and 
lunches.  Action: HD  

5.3 HD explained that JN was going to spend two weeks in August and September on a 
staff exchange with APSA. She said she also would be attending the APSA 
conference at the end of August as a guest of APSA. 

5.4 HD reported generally good impact factors for the four journals. Politics did particularly 
well but PSR saw a big drop. 

5.5 HD raised the question of whether the editorship of of Political Studies and Political 
Studies Review should be split. The call for new editors would be going out shortly and 
hence a decision on the matter needed to be made later in the meeting during sub-
committee reports. 

5.6 HD reported a good out-turn from the Brighton conference, due to above average 
attendance. TC noted that the EC was frequently asked questions about the 
conference surplus at the AGM. MF replied that the conference would be considered in 
the strategic plan. He noted that many people were pressing for reintroduction of the 
day rate, which ran the risk of reducing income unless the full rate were increased 
significantly.  

 
6. Report of the Treasurer and Finance Committee 
6.1 AB reported that the projected income from SAGE was not going to be achieved and 

hence expenditure would need to be reined in. He added that a meeting with SAGE at 
which the finances would be discussed was scheduled for 20th July. 

6.2 AB explained the degree of belt tightening required would not be as high as the 
shortfall in revenue might suggest, since many areas of expenditure, including staffing, 



were unlikely to hit budget. But he suggested it was highly unlikely the PSA would 
generate a surplus as in previous years. 

6.3 AB noted that in light of the EU referendum, it was perhaps fortunate that the PSA held 
its reserves in cash. 

6.4 MF said it was important to stay close to SAGE and think carefully about how PSA 
funds were utilised. 

6.5 MF noted that the PSA Awards costs around £50,000 but had received £30,000 
sponsorship from SAGE and other sponsorship income could be expected. 

6.6 AB said he had spoken with Richard Rose about a proposed endowment for his prize. 
Action: AB 

6.7 MF noted that the AcSS had invested £150,000 in the markets and suggested the PSA 
had an opportunity to learn from their experience. He suggested the PSA invite the 
company that had advised them to talk at a future EC meeting. He said the AcSS had 
locked away £150k in £10k segments so they could very closely trace which 
investments were returning the best yield.  

6.8 MF said the bottom line from the Treasurer’s Report was that the PSA was highly 
reliant on its journal income stream and needed to move towards a more blended 
business model. MF said that trustees had a responsibility to be planning for the future 
and to be aware of risks coming down the line. 

 
7. 10-year Strategic Plan 
7.1 MF explained that the next EC meeting would have a pure focus on the 10-year 

strategic plan. He said the EC needed to agree a number of key principles underlying 
the plan: the need for a blended income stream; a very clear idea of how resources 
were used and a move from a reactive to proactive approach to the HE agenda. 

7.2 MF observed that income could be increased through membership (currently around 
£110k per annum), accreditation, CPD, mentoring and endowments/philanthropy. 

7.3 MF suggested that the PSA needed to think of what it offered its members such that 
non-members felt obliged to join. He said he wanted to work towards a system where 
only members benefited from the services offered by the PSA and said it was 
important to think about the membership offer at all stages of the educational journey. 
TC commented that there was an important difference between a membership 
organisation and a charity and noted that a charity was obliged to serve the public 
benefit. He also said it needed to be careful about engaging in lobbying and advocacy. 
MF agreed that the PSA had to lead with the public value aspect of its work. 

7.4 MF suggested the strategic plan should include sub plans and targets for each area of 
sub-committee activity. Principles of equality and diversity should underpin everything. 

7.5 RG said she agreed it was important to question everything the PSA currently did, 
observing that the PSA Awards was a fantastic event but questioned what it achieved. 
She also pointed out that a lot of members were unaware of many of the activities the 
PSA put on.  

7.6 HD said that at the moment the PSA did a great deal for public benefit but that it now 
needed to invest resources in individual benefits that served the personal interests of 
different constituent groups. She noted that academics were often not interested in 
what the organisation was doing for teachers and vice-versa. RG felt that this 
approach was quite siloed. MF pointed out that a lot of people thought the PSA was 
quite soft and that we needed to be a bit more hard-headed. He said he preferred to 
see sub strands as concentric circles and it was important to show the relationship 
between all our work and build links between each constituent group. 

7.7 TC suggested creating associate rather than membership status for some groups. 
Under this arrangement the PSA would not collect membership fees from these groups 
but could charge for certain services. 

7.8  MF concluded that the fact other learned societies were learning from the PSA was 
already positive. 



7.9 PT explained that his membership strategy paper set out plans for creating a more 
diverse membership base. He proposed changing the membership model for PhD 
students and ECRs, with a new Early Career Network replacing the Post Graduate 
Network, and members of the Network paying much much lower fees for their first 5 
years of membership than under the existing model. He said this would have a cost for 
the PSA in terms of lost revenue over the short to medium term but over the longer 
term should drive increased membership and reduced churn. AB noted that the 
membership numbers highlighted the fact that too few PhD students were currently 
involved in the PSA. HD suggested that PT’s full proposals be considered as part of 
the 10-year strategic plan but proposed that a decision be made at the meeting on 
allowing one year of free membership for early career researchers, in order that this 
major benefit could be included in the Early Career Network launch in September. AC 
Noted that by offering a free year of membership the PSA would get access to data 
that it would not otherwise have. HD mentioned that the PSA had trialled a similar offer 
for teachers in 2015 which RG said worked well and got a lot of new people on board. 
TC suggested dropping the membership for all PSA members to £10-20 but insisting 
all members of specialist groups join the PSA. HD said she did not think the numbers 
would stack up. AW suggested that after one year of free membership, departments 
might be asked to pay PhD members’ fees in their second and third years. She 
suggested this might link into the accreditation offer. PT said he would consider all 
these ideas. It was agreed that all new ECN members would to get a first year’s 
membership for free and pay the usual £44 per annum thereafter. 

7.10 PT explained that the PSA was currently producing a guide for new PhD students that 
would be sent to all departments for circulation in September. The guide would make 
mention of the offer of free membership in the first year of joining the PSA. Action: PT 

 
8. Accreditation - Justin Fisher 
8.1 JF explained that the proposal he was putting forward had its genesis in his previous 

job in a psychology department, since psychology was a discipline that operated on a 
system of accreditation and he felt politics could also benefit from a system of 
accreditation. He said he had put together a diverse working group of PSA and BISA 
members to explore the idea. 

8.2 JF suggested that accrediting programmes would provide a number of benefits, 
including: providing departments with a badge of quality to aid recruitment; countering 
the risk arising from the trend towards multi-disciplinary departments that the things 
that are regarded as important to the discipline might be diluted; helping departments 
perform well in the TEF, given specific reference in the White Paper to the potential 
value of accreditation; providing departments a means of resisting pressures from their 
universities and providing leverage to secure resources and helping create a sense of 
disciplinary identity and clarity on the issues that are important in the study of politics. 

8.3 JF explained that the process had not been smooth, and there had been resistance 
from BISA members of the working group, but he hoped that if the EC gave approval 
to pursuing the idea, he would try to iron out the challenges. 

8.4 RG observed that departments received a very clear steer from their universities on 
what to include in their courses and there was a potential tension between JF’s 
accreditation proposals and the steer departments received from their universities 
such as those relating to employability targets and overall university strategies. 

8.5 PT remarked that the proposals should be less prescriptive. JF said that courses could 
secure points on a wide number of issues and, therefore, there was considerable 
flexibility in the proposals but he did not think it appropriate to be less specific about 
what attributes of a course merited points. 

8.6 JW commented that smaller departments were struggling to recruit and hence 
decisions had to be made about what aspect of a course had appeal to students. HD 
commented that whereas student recruitment was an important consideration, it was 



important not to pander to students preferences but to provide a counterweight to 
some of the pressures that could arise from the TEF. 

8.7 RG said it was important to avoiding designing the scheme in such a way that it could 
put a nail in small departments. JF explained that the starting point for the scheme 
would be the QAA benchmark and the PSA should frame it in terms of rewarding 
departments; one of biggest threats to the discipline long-term was the swallowing up 
of smaller units within larger multi-disciplinary departments. 

8.7 MF suggested that the EC should not get bogged down in detail at this stage but 
should come to a decision of whether it wanted to pursue this idea at the 
undergraduate level. He said there was a risk that the TEF would shape what was 
considered as quality in a course and a PSA accreditation scheme could pre-empt and 
provide its own definition of quality. 

8.8 MF said that there were no plans to make the PSA a regulatory authority. 
8.9 MF asked for approval to develop the plan in more detail and then talk to departments 

to see if the scheme could work for them. He hoped to be able to present the idea at 
the HoDs conference. JF suggested that MF write to all HoDs and ask them how the 
proposal would impact upon them. Action: MF 

8.10 The EC agreed that the PSA should move forward on these lines.  
 
9. Brighton Conference P&L, Strathclyde Conference Themes and Budget 
9.1 HD explained that the Brighton conference had been a great success and made a 

surplus because of the large number of delegates. 
9.2 AB commented that there had not been many graduate students at the dinner. MF 

suggested that there were plans for the Strathclyde dinner to be more informal than 
usual. 

9.3 TC asked that all confirmed conference dates be added to the website. Action: AP 
 
10. Report of the Hon. Secretary and Membership Sub-Committee 
10.1 MF noted that PT had already presented some ideas about membership recruitment 

and the Early Career Network as part of the strategy discussions. 
10.2 MF asked PT to revisit the issue of having more than one judge of prize committees. 

SMc commented that judges were paid £250 (other than the book prize judges who 
received free copies of the books) and hence the cost of judging prizes would 
increase. MF asked PT to bear this in mind when reviewing the issue. 

10.3 PT invited trustees to come forward with nominees for AcSS fellowships. 
 
11. Education & Skills Sub-Committee Report 
11.1 RG thanked fellow members of the sub-committee for keeping everything going while 

she was off sick. 
11.2 RG said the response to the TEF technical consultation was in progress. She said she 

hoped the joint PSA-BISA working group would produce a submission but said if this 
was not the case the Education & Skill sub-committee would do so. 

11.3 RG said the PSA ought to be thinking about helping academics to improve the quality 
of their publications in teaching and learning.  

11.4 RG said the PSA needed to support its teacher members with the move towards a 
reformed A level curriculum and was planning a one-day teacher training conference in 
the new year. 

11.5 RG reported that she had attended the Pearson Strategic Advisory Group on the new 
A level curriculum the previous day. She said the new curriculum could have a major 
impact on undergraduate provision because in future undergraduates who had A level 
Politics would have a much deeper knowledge of the subject than those who did not 
have the A level. She suggested that the PSA should think about the potential impact 
and start a discussion of the issue across the profession. It was agreed that RG would 
give a presentation on this issue at the HoDs conference. Action: RG and AP 



11.6 It was agreed that the PSA should produce bulletins on the A level reforms and TEF. 
Action: RG and JN 

11.7 RG welcomed the decision on offering one-year free membership to early career 
researchers and asked for approval to replace the Graduate Network with an Early 
Career Network. This was approved. HD reminded trustees that the Chair of the PGN 
was not a trustee but an observer at EC meetings. Since there were no co-option 
places left on the EC, this would continue to be the case. TC reminded trustees that 
PhDs could run for election to the EC but that all trustees had to serve the interests of 
the whole organisation. JN explained there were five members of the new ECN 
committee. PT noted that there had been a contested election, which was very 
positive. MF noted the need to move forward with the new ECN constitution and make 
sure it dovetailed with the rest of the PSA and the strategic plan. HD pointed out that 
the ECN constitution could not specify a budget and noted that it was not in the ECN’s 
interests to sit outside the Education & Skills sub-committee budget as this would limit 
scope for increasing funding should there be a need to do so. RG said it was also 
good for the ECN to sit within Education & Skills at it would provide links into other 
areas of activity. 

11.8 RG reported that the sub-committee was working on the creation of a Teachers’ 
Network and a call for nominations would shortly go out to teacher members for 
positions on the Teachers’ Committee. Action: RG and JN 

11.9 AS reported that the undergraduate conference in Brighton had been a success. She 
said there was a lot of interest from the students attending the conference in 
establishing an undergraduate network. She said Mark Shephard had a long 
conversation with Michael Neu about the conference and was keen to run another 
undergraduate conference at Strathclyde. AS said she would find out more about the 
new undergraduate journal and consider how it might fit with the work of the PSA. 
Action: AS 

11.10 MF suggested organising an annual A level conference, along the lines of the one that 
used to be run by the Politics Association, but RG said there were limits on staff 
capacity. 

11.11 JW said that the last e-Newsletter had included a request for members to send her 
information about their experience of schools’ engagement. She suggested that ECNs 
should be expected to undertake a schools’ lecture if requested in return for the 
improvement in membership terms. 

11.12 It was agreed that all ECRs should be offered free membership for one year but they 
would have to sign up to membership via direct debit and the offer would not extend to 
existing members or lapsed members. 

 
12. Publications Sub-Committee Report 
12.1 MF reported good 2015 impact factors for all PSA journals other than Political Studies 

Review. 
12.2 MF explained that historically the editorship of Political Studies and Political Studies 

Review was held jointly but with editorship of Nottingham coming to an end in July 
2017 there was an opportunity to separate the two. AW made clear that the journals 
did not have to be taken on by a department but could be edited by people across 
different institutions. She added that the call for editors should specify that people 
could take on both journals or just one alone. MF said that if PSR were advertised 
separately it was important to state that this represented an opportunity to develop the 
journal. It was agreed that the PSA should advertise for two different editorial teams for 
Political Studies and PSR but that people could bid for both. Action: HD 

12.3 HD explained that at the moment the two journals received a great deal of 
administrative support, which was very costly for the PSA, and suggested that the PSA 
pass on administrative support to SAGE, which would charge a fee, but this would be 
considerably less than the amount the PSA was currently paying. JW said she thought 
it was easier for editors not to have to worry about journal administration and thus 



supported the idea. It was agreed that the two journal adverts should state that journal 
administration would be supported by SAGE. Action: HD 

 
13. AOB 
 
14. Dates and Venues of Next Meetings 
 
 EC 
 Thursday-Friday, 20-21st October 2016, Sheffield 
 Friday, 27th January 2017, London 
 Monday, 10th April 2017, Glasgow 
 Friday, 23rd June 2017, London 
 
 Mid-Exec 
 Monday, 19th September 2016, London 
 Monday, 28th November 2016, London 
 
 
 
 


